Differential accessibility of circulating leptin to individual hypothalamic sites.
Hypothalamic neurons expressing the long form of the leptin receptor (LRb) mediate important leptin actions. Although it has been suggested that leptin crosses the blood-brain barrier (BBB) via a specific transport system, we hypothesized the existence of a population of hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC) neurons that senses leptin independently of this transport system. Indeed, endogenous circulating leptin results in detectable levels of baseline activated signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) phosphorylation in a population of ARC/LRb neurons, consistent with increased sensing of circulating leptin in these neurons compared with other LRb neurons. Furthermore, a population of ARC/LRb neurons that responds more rapidly and sensitively to circulating leptin compared with other hypothalamic LRb neurons detected by leptin activated phosphorylated STAT3. In addition, peripheral application of the BBB-impermeant retrograde tracer fluorogold revealed a population of ARC/LRb neurons that directly contact the circulation (e.g. via neuronal processes reaching outside the BBB). Taken together, these data suggest that a population of ARC/LRb neurons directly contacts the circulation and displays increased sensitivity to circulating leptin compared with neurons residing entirely behind the BBB elsewhere in the hypothalamus.